Advancing at the speed of ideas: Danfoss and HPE
Danfoss, a privately owned multinational company headquartered in Denmark, has a vision: engineering solutions to
drive global advancements in sustainability and social good. Examples of the company’s accomplishments include drives
for the first energy-neutral water catchment area in the world (which, now digitized, require zero energy use) and an
engine for the world’s first fully electric workboat: it generates no engine noise, no diesel fumes, and no emissions. Now
the company has partnered with HPE to design a forward-looking IT strategy as well, leveraging in-memory computing
platforms to support both its business processes and its engineering teams. With world pressure mounting to solve issues
like population growth, depletion of natural resources, and urbanization, Danfoss is now equipped to operate as a digitized
enterprise, able to advance at the speed of ideas.
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Rising populations,
rising wealth—and rising pressure
on our environment and resources
The 21st Century poses enormous challenges for global business
leaders
What will the world be like in 10 years? 50? 100?
Nobody knows for certain, but a handful of current trends are likely to continue into the foreseeable future.
One is population growth. Assuming fertility rates remain fairly constant, world population will grow from where we are
today (around 7b people) to 11.2b by the end the 21st Century.
Urbanization is another key trend. By 2050, 68% of the world’s population is expected to live in urban areas, up from
55% today.
We’re becoming wealthier, and more people than ever are finding ways to climb out of low income brackets. Soon, for
the first time in history, the majority of the world’s population will likely enjoy middle-class—or better— lifestyles.
Rising populations and increased purchasing power are also likely to exacerbate a number of environmental and
sustainability issues. The demand for food, water, and energy is growing rapidly. Will the world’s production of these
vital resources keep pace?
And what about the environmental impact? More consumerist behaviors are likely to generate even more waste,
pollution, and carbon output. And despite advances in renewable energy technologies and adoption, we still haven’t
overcome our global dependence on fossil fuels.
The inter-related mega-trends pose serious challenges for humanity, and for the world’s political and business leaders.

AT A G L A N C E

Engineering for a better world
Danfoss solutions drive advancements in infrastructure,
transportation, food supply, and energy
Danfoss, a privately owned multinational company headquartered in Nordborg, Denmark, understands the power
of high-quality engineering. The industrial solutions and components in the company’s expansive portfolio—
including hydraulics, motors, controllers, AC drives, compressors, sensors, switches, pumps, and meters—are
designed to drive global advancements in sustainability and social good, including energy efficiency, renewables,
food supply, and connectivity.
Culturally, the company prides itself on its commitment to quality, reliability, innovation, and aligning its priorities to
the needs of its customers.
Danfoss products are sold in more than 100 countries and the company has over 70 factories worldwide.

€6.1b ~28K
2018 revenues

Employees worldwide

1.4K
Patent families

“As a leader in our industry, Danfoss is committed to
sustainable and green digitalization of the world.
We know this is possible with our technologies
today—and that it is the only responsible segue
into the next industrial age”
Sune Baastrup, SVP and CIO, Danfoss
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Pressing needs demand smart
thinking
Complexity is the new reality—and speed and transparency are
more critical than ever
Danfoss is keenly aware that its engineering capabilities can deliver far-reaching benefits to its customers and the
world.
The trick is aligning its resources and priorities to maximize the value of its enormous portfolio and engineering work
streams.
What do its customers need today—and how about tomorrow, or three years from now? Are there opportunities
to improve efficiency and effectiveness of the company’s global supply, manufacturing, and distribution processes?
What is the best way to integrate companies Danfoss has acquired—and where are the best locations for future
manufacturing or distribution facilities?
What engineering innovations will best solve customers’ problems and what is the best way to bring those innovations
to market? Are there opportunities to enhance industrial components with software or services to drive revenue and
better meet customers’ needs?
To answer these kinds of questions, Danfoss needs complete and up-to-the-minute transparency into its business. It
needs the ability to sift through the vast trove of information that is being gathered continually across its enterprise and
glean actionable data points. And it needs the ability to move quickly—from being first to note an emerging market
trend, to radically compressing time-to-innovation.

“Throughout our history, we’ve transformed our
portfolio to match the needs of the world around us.”
—Sune Baastrup, SVP and CIO, Danfoss
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IT must be a business enabler
From business processes to engineering innovations, Danfoss
needs a world-class tech strategy
To align its global operations and speed time-to-market, Danfoss requires a world-class IT infrastructure that
meets the highest standards for transparency, scalability, security, and cost-efficiency.
Until recently, however, the company’s business operations were hampered by its legacy SAP environment.
Built incrementally over years of organic growth and acquisitions, this fragmented ERP ecosystem made it
difficult and time-consuming for Danfoss to generate insightful, comprehensive views into its business. The
architecture was inflexible, at a time when flexibility was becoming ever more business-critical. Performance
had grown sluggish as Danfoss outgrew the systems’ original technical objectives.
Another ongoing IT priority relates to the company’s engineering teams. Danfoss engineers leverage
demanding R&D tools such as multiphysics simulations, machine learning, and AI. To support these
capabilities, Danfoss engineers need advanced compute resources. They need IT tools that let them ideate
quickly, even as digital technology makes Danfoss products increasingly complex.
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“We need to drive granular as well as high-level
insight into our customers’ needs. If it’s time to
design a new circuit board, we need to know about
it—and we need to know today, often before anyone
else has even thought about it.”
—Sune Baastrup, SVP and CIO, Danfoss
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A bold commitment to in-memory
computing
Careful vetting, strong teams, powerful IT
The qualities that define the Danfoss culture—a willingness to innovate where others might hold back; the selfassurance that arises when high-quality engineering is a founding corporate principle—characterize the company’s IT
strategies as well.
Spurred by a conviction that the right IT was critical to the company’s future, Danfoss carefully vetted its strategic
IT options, considering solution maturity, evaluating risks, and reviewing other companies’ experiences with similar
projects.
When its evaluations were concluded, Danfoss made a bold bet on in-memory computing.
For its ERP initiative, the company implemented SAP S/4HANA in a Greenfield environment. Danfoss runs the
platform on four HPE ConvergedSystem 900 for SAP HANA appliances, with SAP applications running on HPE
Synergy servers. This tiered configuration helps to minimize risk and accelerate time-to-value.
HPE SOLUTION RECIPE

Danfoss is wrapping its HANA architecture in a pay-per-use model using HPE GreenLake Flex Capacity, a service
approach that tightly couples the company’s IT consumption with its IT spend.

Forward-thinking IT
Solutions that work for business operations—and solutions that work for R&D
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For its engineering platform, Danfoss selected HPE Integrity Superdome servers. The platform equips its engineering
teams with in-memory computing to supercharge their modelling and simulation capabilities.

“The technology we chose is relatively new in the
market. But our due diligence was explicit and
detailed—as it is for everything we do at Danfoss.
We’re confident in the direction we’ve chosen.”
Sune Baastrup, SVP and CIO, Danfoss
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World class engineering—poised
to solve the world’s most pressing
problems
Smarter decisions, faster time-to-market
In the first phase of its SAP HANA deployment, Danfoss implemented the platform’s Business Intelligence solutions;
this validated the solution’s performance and zero-downtime reliability. Insights generated by the new platform are
already delivering value for their relevance, usefulness, and timeliness.
As the full SAP HANA platform is brought online, Danfoss will achieve unprecedented organizational agility. The
platform will equip Danfoss to harness artificial intelligence, machine learning, and predictive analytics within its
business processes to make new gains in efficiency and enable Danfoss leaders to better anticipate issues and
opportunities.
On the engineering side of the house, the company’s new in-memory platform is reducing time-to-innovation.
Danfoss is compressing its workflows and bringing technology advances to market faster, including solutions to
support smart buildings, sustainable agriculture, autonomous vehicles, sustainable heating and cooling, and worldclass heat recovery to ensure that heat generated by data centers is reused wherever possible.
The company’s growing portfolio includes solutions that it will bring to market as an HPE partner. Electricity
consumption from data networks could increase by as much as 70% by 2021—or fall by up to 15%, depending
on whether technology leaders can drive efficiency gains. This is another global issue that Danfoss is equipped to
address, and is now collaborating with HPE to design more sustainable data centers featuring its energy-efficient
cooling technologies.
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Year over year revenue growth, achieved via strategy of
anticipating trends and customer needs, and responding with
high-quality engineering innovation

>10x

Faster completion of design tasks for some product
teams, accelerating ROI and market leadership

“We’re becoming a truly digitized company. We can
move at the speed of ideas.”
Sune Baastrup, SVP and CIO, Danfoss
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